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The utility is designed especially for the writers and bloggers to turn their existing documents into unique,
attractive articles, with better readability. It uses words and phrases with similarity to the existing ones and replaces

them with the desired ones. Words are displayed in a list and can be added, edited, or deleted. An unlimited
number of synonyms can be added. The number of words displayed can be modified. You can view the synonyms

in different parts of speech. WordFlood Key Features: - Rich Text Editor: Use the provided rich text editor to
insert images, table of contents, style the text, bold, italic, underline, capitalize and capitalize the first letter of

sentences, and even split sentences with a single click. - Synonyms: The application allows you to add synonyms.
You can search for words, phrases, and select from a list of synonyms. You can choose to replace a word with a

synonym or choose between different synonyms. - Spell Check: Use the spell check to check the text for
misspelled words. You can then add the misspelled words or the words that were suggested by the spell check. -
Customizable Panel: You can change the colors, the font, font size and font style to the best of your liking. You

can also add custom panel by defining the area, location and style. - Word Count: The word count is provided for
the convenience of the writer. You can add more words or words in different parts of speech. - Reversible

Plagiarism: The application comes with Reversible Plagiarism. If you detect the potential of plagiarism, you can
reverse the changes with a single click. - Comment Your Replacements: You can add comment to the replacements

to mark the text as rewritten. - Custom Dictionary: You can import your own dictionary. If you don't want the
application to look up words in the dictionary, you can choose to disable that feature. - Tablet Support: You can
use the application on your tablet devices. Keywords: Article Marketing, Writing, Content, Editing, B2B, Article

Writing, Marketers, Texting, Marketing, Marketing Articles, Word Processing, Social Media, Social Media
Articles, Social Media Marketing, Writer, Blogging, Writing Articles, Online Marketing, E-mail Marketing,
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KeyM Macro is a cross-platform keyboard macro recorder which can record your keyboard actions, and then edit,
edit, edit, edit, edit to be customized to your liking. Support for adding and editing macros using text is included.

Use hotkeys for recording actions. Save the macros as plain text or XML files. Record macro actions while playing
media, like YouTube videos and iTunes. Keyboard recording and editing experience that combines the best of
both worlds. KeyM Macro Key Features: ● Record keyboard actions and mouse gestures ● Use hotkeys for

recording actions ● Ability to record macros while playing media (e.g. YouTube) ● Easy to import, export, and
edit XML files ● Edit the XML files to use any text editor ● Export recorded macros as text or XML KeyM

Macro Requirements: ● Windows (any version) ● Mac OSX (10.7+ & 10.8+) ● Chrome or Firefox KeyM Macro
Requirements (Linux): ● X11 support: e.g. xinput2 KeyM Macro Requirements (FreeBSD): ● X11 support: e.g.

xinput2 KeyM Macro Requirements (OpenBSD): ● X11 support: e.g. xinput2 KeyM Macro Requirements
(DragonflyBSD): ● X11 support: e.g. xinput2 KeyM Macro Requirements (NetBSD): ● X11 support: e.g. xinput2
KeyM Macro Requirements (FreeBSD): ● X11 support: e.g. xinput2 KeyM Macro Requirements (OpenBSD): ●

X11 support: e.g. xinput2 KeyM Macro Requirements (DragonflyBSD): ● X11 support: e.g. xinput2 KeyM Macro
Requirements (NetBSD): ● X11 support: e.g. xinput2 KeyM Macro Requirements (FreeBSD): ● X11 support:
e.g. xinput2 KeyM Macro Requirements (OpenBSD): ● X11 support: e.g. xinput2 KeyM Macro Requirements

(DragonflyBSD): ● X11 support: e.g. xinput2 KeyM Macro Requirements (NetBSD): ● X11 support: e.g. xinput2
KeyM Macro Requirements (FreeBSD): ● X11 support: e.g. xinput2 KeyM Macro Requirements (OpenBSD
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Wondershare TextTrans is a totally free Word converter that allows you to convert all the TXT files to DOC, RTF,
PPT, HTML, HTML EPUB, PDF, and MSG format files. It can convert all these different file formats to TXT
and other popular formats. Using Wondershare TextTrans, you can convert TXT to: DOC, RTF, PPT, HTML,
HTML EPUB, PDF, and MSG format files with ease. You can create DOC, RTF, PPT, HTML, HTML EPUB,
PDF, and MSG format files by converting TXT files. Simply drag and drop TXT files to TextTrans to convert
them into the DOC, RTF, PPT, HTML, HTML EPUB, PDF, and MSG format files. Convert TXT to DOC, RTF,
PPT, HTML, HTML EPUB, PDF, and MSG formats in one click TXT files that are opened in TextTrans will be
converted into DOC, RTF, PPT, HTML, HTML EPUB, PDF, and MSG format files in one click. One click to
convert TXT files to DOC, RTF, PPT, HTML, HTML EPUB, PDF, and MSG files Simply drag and drop TXT
files to TextTrans to convert them into the DOC, RTF, PPT, HTML, HTML EPUB, PDF, and MSG format files.
Convert TXT to DOC, RTF, PPT, HTML, HTML EPUB, PDF, and MSG formats in one click Wondershare
TextTrans is a free text file converter that can convert all kinds of text files to DOC, RTF, PPT, HTML, HTML
EPUB, PDF, and MSG formats. Using Wondershare TextTrans, you can convert DOC, RTF, PPT, HTML, HTML
EPUB, PDF, and MSG format files to TXT files. TXT files that are opened in TextTrans will be converted into
DOC, RTF, PPT, HTML, HTML EPUB, PDF, and MSG format files in one click. One click to convert DOC,
RTF, PPT, HTML, HTML EPUB, PDF, and MSG files to TXT files Simply drag and drop DOC, RTF, PPT,
HTML, HTML EPUB, PDF, and MSG files to TextTrans to convert them into TX
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System Requirements:

1. 64bit Windows 7 or later 2. 800MHz CPU or faster 3. 4GB of RAM 4. DirectX 9.0c or better 5. 1GB available
graphics RAM 6. HDMI or DisplayPort Details: The day after the Christmas party, everyone woke up to find his
or her family just a little bit... crazy. It's not like we're saying, "Santa wants to party," but there is some truth to
this. A Christmas party can be a lot of fun,
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